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Unit 1



Step1:
Content Aims and pre-experiences

The aims about text (how many 
periods)

The final task for the text

The ideas or knowledge they 
already know











Step2:
Language Aims and pre-experiences

The aims about language 
learning : 4 skills   

Key vocabularies for the topic

The vocabularies and patterns 
they already know for the topic



Discuss the learning activities 

Think about the final task

Find different resources for the 
topic, not only through language. 

Design some materials or 
worksheets



Arrange the learning processes

The order of activities

Teaching strategies 

The assessment 



The language used in an English 
language classroom as part of the 
procedure,

greetings, asking permission, 
getting learners’ attention, giving 
instructions, giving feedback, etc. 

It's usually used repetitively.

Procedural Language



Thinking Time
02

学习方法：理解记忆

What’s the Procedural Language
in this class?

Can we spiral all the languages in 
other classes?

Ex: English Class, or Other classes.



The language used in an English language 
classroom as part of students’ interaction and 
communication.

asking permission, getting 
attention, asking question 
giving feedback, etc. It's 

usually used base on the task.

Functional Language



Thinking Time
02

学习方法：理解记忆

What’s the functional languages for 
students’ in this class? 

Can we spiral all the languages in 
other classes?

Ex: English Class, or Other classes.



Unit 2



Step1:
Content Aims and pre-experiences

The aims about text (how many 
periods)

The final task for the text

The ideas or knowledge they 
already know











Step2:
Language Aims and pre-experiences

The aims about language 
learning : 4 skills   

Key vocabularies for the topic

The vocabularies and patterns 
they already know for the topic



Discuss the learning activities 

Think about the final task

Find different resources for the 
topic, not only through language. 

Design some materials or 
worksheets



Arrange the learning processes

The order of activities

Teaching strategies 

The assessment 



The language used in an English 
language classroom as part of the 
procedure,

greetings, asking permission, 
getting learners’ attention, giving 
instructions, giving feedback, etc. 

It's usually used repetitively.

Procedural Language



Thinking Time
02

学习方法：理解记忆

What’s the Procedural Language
in this class?

Can we spiral all the languages in 
other classes?

Ex: English Class, or Other classes.



The language used in an English language 
classroom as part of students’ interaction and 
communication.

asking permission, getting 
attention, asking question 
giving feedback, etc. It's 

usually used base on the task.

Functional Language



Thinking Time
02

学习方法：理解记忆

What’s the functional languages for 
students’ in this class? 

Can we spiral all the languages in 
other classes?

Ex: English Class, or Other classes.
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